Introduction {#Sec1}
============

[mu-term]{.smallcaps} is a tool that can be used to automatically verify termination properties of variants of *Term Rewriting Systems* (TRSs): termination and innermost termination of TRSs using the DP Framework for TRSs \[[@CR10]\] (this framework is also used to prove termination of *String Rewriting Systems*); termination and innermost termination of *context-sensitive rewriting* \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\] using the *Context-Sensitive DP Framework* \[[@CR2], [@CR13]\]; termination of *rewriting modulo associative/commutative theories* using the *A*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\vee $$\end{document}$*C-DP Framework* \[[@CR4]\]; termination of *order-sorted rewriting* using the *Order-Sorted DP Framework* \[[@CR22]\]; and operational termination of Conditional TRSs (CTRSs) using the *2D DP Framework* \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. In this setting, describing different kinds of rewriting computations as *proofs* of goals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s\rightarrow ^*t$$\end{document}$ with respect to an appropriate inference system is useful. Such an approach, exploiting the logic-based description of rewriting computations, involves the use of several techniques which have been recently investigated elsewhere: (i) the generation logical models and well-founded relations \[[@CR19]\], (ii) modeling operational termination of CTRSs with conditional dependency pairs \[[@CR23]\], (iii) the use of removal triples \[[@CR24]\] generated by logical models \[[@CR25]\], etc. Giving support to such techniques in termination proofs motivated the development of a new version of our tool, [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0: "<http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/muterm>" We report on the new logic-based approach followed by [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0, and also on the new features included since the last description of the system in 2010 \[[@CR3]\].

New Features of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} {#Sec2}
=====================================

In the following, we enumerate the new features of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 and illustrate them with some examples. Examples are intended to provide a better understanding of the techniques and often display solutions not necessarily obtained by an automatic proof with the tool, where the use of a specific proof strategy combining a sequence of *several* techniques (see Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}) may dismiss the focused technique. Although we use some examples from other papers, all proofs of (operational) termination displayed here are new. For instance, the CTRS in Example [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} was proved operationally terminating in \[[@CR25], Example 33\], but the use of models in Example [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} below to show the absence of a link in the dependency graph is new. Examples [6](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} (of Order-Sorted TRSs) are discussed and proved here for the first time.

Logic-Based Representation of CTRSs {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------
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### Example 1 {#FPar1}
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Operational Termination of Conditional Rewrite Systems {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------

In \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] a framework for automatically proving operational termination of (oriented) CTRSs using appropriate notions of *dependency pairs* (adapting the original notion for TRSs \[[@CR5]\]) has been introduced: the 2D DP Framework.
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As in \[[@CR7], Sect. 5\], we use a set of sorts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**The 2D DP Framework for CTRSs.** The absence of infinite *chains* of 2D DPs (i.e., sequences of 2D DPs which model infinite branches in the proof trees for goals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Some pairs could be *infeasible*, i.e., unable to be used in any of the aforementioned chains. Then, we could remove them \[[@CR24], Sect. 4\]. Also, arcs in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discarding the arc would not be possible by the usual unification-based technique in \[[@CR9]\]. With regard to infeasibility of pairs, consider the following well-known example.
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### Example 5 {#FPar5}
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Termination of Order-Sorted Rewriting {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------

Sorts are often used to reinforce program termination. Order-sorted dependency pairs were introduced in \[[@CR22]\] for proving termination of order-sorted TRSs.

### Example 6 {#FPar6}
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The crucial point to obtain the proof in Example [6](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} is the ability to provide different interpretations to different sorts. The following example from \[[@CR28]\] could not be handled by the 2010 version of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} because orderings were generated without paying attention to sorts (see \[[@CR22], Sect. 6\]).

### Example 7 {#FPar7}
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Termination of Context-Sensitive Rewriting {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

In *context-sensitive rewriting* (CSR \[[@CR16]\]), a *replacement map* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 8 {#FPar8}
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Collapsing pairs capture a kind of *recursion* which is *hidden* below frozen parts of the terms involved in infinite context-sensitive rewrite sequences until a *migrating* variable within a rule $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{R}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR2]\]. *Hiding contexts* are contexts where hidden terms can occur *at active positions* within a context-sensitive rewrite sequence \[[@CR1], [@CR13]\]. There, hidden terms can *restart* a delayed recursive call after the application of a rule with migrating variables (see \[[@CR12]\] for a detailed analysis). For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {p}$$\end{document}$ hides no position. The refinements introduced in \[[@CR12]\] have led to a more precise notion of hidden terms and contexts, enabling a better analysis of the connections between them. This has greatly improved the ability of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} to prove termination of CSR. For instance, the proof of termination of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ in Example [8](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, which could not be obtained with the 2010 version of [mu-term]{.smallcaps}, is now possible with [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0, see the proof of CSR_04/ExIntrod_Zan97.xml in the 2019 Termination Competition"<http://group-mmm.org/termination/competitions/Y2019/caches/termination_33019.html>"or in our local benchmarks:"<http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/muterm/benchmarks/ijcar20/TRS_Contextsensitive/benchmarks.html>"

Termination Expert {#Sec7}
==================

The arbitrary application of processors can generate a huge search space. Furthermore, proofs usually proceed under some *timeout*. For this reason, we need to choose a fixed strategy where fast processors that reduce the number of rules are first used, and slow processors, or processors that increase the number of rules, are used when fast processors fail. Hence, the frequency of use for the different processors depends on the chosen strategy. With small differences depending on the particular kind of problem, we do the following: If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{R}$$\end{document}$ is a TRS or a CS-TRS, we check whether the system is innermost equivalent \[[@CR3], Sect. 2.2\]. If it is true, then we transform the problem into an innermost one.Then, we obtain the corresponding dependency pairs, obtaining a CTRS, OS, CS, or DP problem. Then we perform the following steps repeatedly Decision point between processors for proving (operational) non-termination and the *strongly connected component* (SCC) processor.Subterm criterion processor.Removal triple processor generating models with AGES (we try different configurations, from simpler to more complex).If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{R}$$\end{document}$ is a CTRS, we apply simplification and removal processors on the conditions (using AGES when a model is necessary).Transformation processors on rules, pairs and conditions: instantiation, forward instantiation, and narrowing.

Full explanations of the processors can be found in \[[@CR4], [@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR24], [@CR25]\]. The [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 logic-based approach has led to dramatic improvements, as reported here:"<http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/muterm/benchmarks/ijcar20/Comparison/benchmarks.html>"where the use of logical models is compared with the exclusive use of *polynomial interpretations* (as in [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 5.0). Polynomial interpretations are strictly less powerful in terms of solved examples (as every proof using polynomial interpretations can be obtained using the new logic-based approach). However, we *keep* them in [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 as they lead to *faster* proofs. We use polynomial interpretations as part of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 strategy (via the *removal triple* processor).

[mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 consists of more than 30000 lines of Haskell code. In the web-based interface, besides the fully automatic use of the termination expert, we can also use specific techniques like polynomial orderings, matrix interpretations, (context-sensitive) recursive path ordering, etc., which we have found useful for *teaching* purposes.

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec8}
=======================

Since 2014, [mu-term]{.smallcaps} has proven to be the most powerful tool for proving operational termination of *conditional* rewriting and termination of *context-sensitive* rewriting, each year winning the corresponding subcategory of the annual International Competition of Termination Tools, see <http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/muterm/?page_id=82> for an historical account. In the CSR subcategory, since 2014 [mu-term]{.smallcaps} is able to prove *all* the examples proved by any other participating tool (thanks to the results in \[[@CR12]\]).

The benchmarks web page of [mu-term]{.smallcaps} reports on specific experiments comparing the 2010 and 2020 versions. First, the 2010 version did not support CTRSs. For CS-TRSs, three new examples can be proved now (and all the examples handled by the 2010 version are also handled now). As for OS-TRSs, [mu-term]{.smallcaps} 6.0 is able to prove or disprove termination of *all* the OS-TRSs in the 2010 benchmark suite (except a non-sort-decreasing OS-TRS, not covered by the theory in \[[@CR22]\], where sort-decreasingness \[[@CR11]\] is required). The 2010 version could not disprove termination of OS-TRSs.
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR27], Definition 7.1.3\].

A third set of dependency pairs is used in \[[@CR23]\]. For simplicity, in the examples of this paper, is empty and we pay no attention to it.

Benchmarks available here: <http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/muterm/benchmarks/benchmarks-ostrs/benchmarks.html>.
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